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     Recycling is an important step to bring the cheese to optimal maturation. The soft paste is refined from the outside inside because their surface flora is active. Fluffy first appears on the street. Cheese is estimated to last 4 to 12 weeks. Perfect ripening cheese: Soft pasta with floral peel: Marble flower and wavy crust,
homogeneous cut and creamy texture and flowering taste. Soft paste from a washed crust: Clear orange-red crust, homogeneous cut, creamy texture and taste, as well as the characteristic smell of parsley paste are refined from the inside. Cheese is estimated to ripen between 12 and 30 weeks. Thin tip: Consistent and
assertive blue, greasy and buttered paste, frank and typical taste pressed pastes only ripen from the inside, so their crusts are dry. They are added from 9 to 24 months. Thin recycling: Exquisite and clear color, smooth and elastic texture, developed and typical taste. Goats can be evaluated at all stages of maturation,
which usually lasts several days or weeks. Thin tuned: thick, wavy crust, creamy paste, typical goat's taste. Thus, each cheese requires a special maturation. Find the main characteristics of the ripening of the main cheeses, such as: Reblohon, County, Roquefort, Brie de Meo cheese, Camembert, Furme d'Ambert, Saint-
Nechter, Chavinol, Selles-sur-Sher, Banon cheese from Banon, Bofort cheese, Valencais, Munster, Livarot, Gex Blue, Mont d'Gold cheese, Blue from Causses, Langres, Epoisses, Ossau-Irati, Pont-l'Evec, Rokamadur, Brocciu, Morbier, Pelladon, Chaurs, Maroy, Saint-Mor de Kurai, Poulin, Lagiole, Cantal, Chabicu,
Sassen blue, Adance cheese, Chevron, Picon, Pico , Blue d'Auvergne, Maconne, Coeur de Neufshatel, Salers, Tom de Bauges, Rigotta de Condrieu, Gruyere,......, Suisse, Gorgonzola, Parmesan Cheese (Parmigiano Reggiano), Cheddar, Stilton, Manchego, Monk's Head, Etivaz, Stinky Bishop, Shropshire Blue, Red
Leicester, Herve Cheese Processing is the fifth step in the cheese factory. Cheese and refining equipment is suitable for each type of production. Recycling is a unique and complex technique that requires a lot of skill. The editors walked past the doors of the Griffin cheese factory to explain how you go from cheese to
refined cheese. Fast overtaking. Don't become the processor you want. cheese is a real process. For Claire Griffon, cheesemaker and processor: It's the art of evolutioning cheese, taking it to optimal condition. This process is based mainly on the experience, the know-how of the master, the daily attention he pays to his
cheeses, as well as his passion for the craft. From there, everyone develops their own techniques, tricks and other secrets. There is no technical recycling, but a few. They allow the cheese to have its own character, to distinguish itself from others. Its taste and texture become unique. Knowing your cheese, one of Claire
Griffon's secrets during maturation, is great freedom: First of all the place where cheeses sleep, the temperature in the room and its humidity (humidity), the way to brush and turn cheese all variable factors in the eyes of the processor. This freedom exists, but not without precision and rigor: We know his cheese, we
know how it will develop. Recycling requires important knowledge of the product, sometimes even on a microscopic scale. All these little details, combined with the unique talent that some craftsmen may have, allow simple cheese to become much bigger. © Griffon Cheese Factory for cheese to give its best, it must first
be given the means to do so. To do this, the conditions of maturation, atmosphere and care will play an important role: © Cheese Factory Griffon After production cheeses are stored in cellars with modern conditions and in accordance with hygiene standards.  They are stored on shelves of tree wood, they follow
depending on the ripening time of the cheese, (from the least refined to the most refined). In some cases, a rack covered with a sheet of paper or plastic is placed under the cheese so that it can breathe and develop on both sides. There are two types of cellar, a hot cellar between 8 and 12 degrees Celsius, a cold cellar
between 4 and 6 degrees Celsius. The first is reserved for cheeses such as Tomme, Saint-Nechter. Seconds are preferable to clarify goat cheeses, sheep cheeses... Humidity allows you to play with the humidity of the cellar that cheeses need, moisture helps microorganisms multiply whether they are on the surface or
inside the cheese.  Turned over, cleaned, cheese should be pampered. This regular care contributes to quality processing. To flip it to allow it to develop properly above and below. Cleaning is reserved for several, such as mimolette, this treatment removes excess which by making holes in the crust allow the cheese to
breathe, but too much, they will eat cheese.  © Griffon Cheese Factory See an example from one cheese to another, maturation methods vary, but the duration also needs to be adapted. For Camembert, the maturation time is 20 to 30 days at most. For the county, it ranges from 6-8 months to a maximum of 48 months
(ideally 20 months). While for the goat, it is considered fresh after 2 days, half dry after 1 month of maturation and dry after 3 months of maturation.  This article is about cheese. You can share your knowledge by improving it (how?) as recommended by the relevant projects. County Recycling Basement Beaufort
Recycling Cellar Recycling is a ripening period during which cheese, or other products, rest and get care in the basement or in a tan. The longer the ripening period, the fuller the cheese will be. Care for its crust, as well as the storage conditions of the cheese, will affect its taste, color and texture. There is a big
difference in taste between cheese, the bark of which has remained dry, and the other, whose bark is regularly moisturized. The cheese is called fresh when it has just been made and enters, or can enter, the maturing cellar. Cheese is considered refined when it has reached optimal maturation at the end of maturation
(very variable depending on cheeses and the time of year). District cheese with a variable maturation time that can last up to twenty months or more. Young counties are like nude. The refinery explains: The idea is to create natural skin for them. We'll rub them with salt water, turn them three times a week to form a juice
that will become a film, then crust. The crust allows the cheese to breathe. If it is missed, we will not have all the aromatic riches. Depending on the batch, some cheeses will be looked after more vigorously than others. Other foods, such as raw ham, are traditionally prepared in three stages: salty, drying and processing.
Recycling in two ways Recycling in mass processing begins and continues throughout the mass of cheese. The cheese is packed in a vacuum or waxed to prevent oxygen from acting on the surface. Surface processing Begins on the surface and progresses inwards. Microorganisms and ticks develop naturally or are
applied to the surface of cheese. These cheeses have a crust. Notes Reporting by Jackie Durand, liberation.fr, October 7, 2016 (available October 10, 2016). Sandra Rota, Dry Ham Ardennes, Rooster Editions and l'Ene, 2009, 39 pages (ISBN 978-2-912036-43-8), p. 8. Step 4: Recycling - Cheese Making - Raw Dairy
Pleasures www.plaisirslaitiers.ca (available November 23, 2016) The bibliography of Kylene Stengel, Cheese Contract. : Caseology, Authenticity and Recycling, Earth Blood, 2015, 255 pages (ISBN 978-2-869853-22-5). . Cheese portal portal farm This document comes from . Bring physical care to the cheese! The
refinery's mission is to sublimate the taste of the chosen milk and the work of the farmer. For a more or less long period (from a few days to several years) cheeses will be given special attention. The refinery is watching! Temperature, humidity, oxygen level, everything is put in place so that they develop in the best
conditions. The refinery does not leave it at the same time. He returns them regularly. The goal is for the salt to enter the dough, for the bark to appear and then develop evenly. Cheese and its flavors are finally revealed in the open. Taste, color, texture, it's all there!! l'affinage du fromage. l'affinage du fromage pdf. c'est
quoi l'affinage du fromage. qu'est ce que l'affinage du fromage
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